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LONG-TERM GOALS

The long term goals of this program are studies of air-wave-sea (AWS) interaction relationships and applications of developed theories to larger oceanic and atmospheric models using coupled AWS interaction models.

OBJECTIVES

This program seeks new theories in AWS interaction in developing numerical models for studying influences of ocean waves on surface fluxes, dynamical and structures of the air-sea system using both semi-empirical theory and a new theory, wave boundary layer theory, to air-sea coupling. It includes study of surface wave effects using Ly’s (1995; 1997a,b,c) newly-developed coupled AWS interaction model.

APPROACH

In contrast to atmospheric boundary layers over the land, where mean velocity is the main source of turbulence energy, the turbulence in the upper the of ocean is governed not only by mean velocity shear, but also by waves. The ocean surface wave effects can be taken into boundary layer models using (1) semi-empirical theory of turbulence (Ly, 1995; 1997a,b,c; Benilov, Ly, 1997a,b); (2) wave-induced stresses of the wave boundary layer (WBL). In the semi-empirical theory of turbulence, the action of surface waves is modeled by both mean and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at the air-sea interface (Ly, 1990; 1986), by TKE flux (Kundu, 1980; Klein and, 1981, Craig and Banner 1994; Craig, 1996) and by turbulent kinetic dissipation of breaking waves (Ly, 1995; 1997a,b,c). In the approach of the wave boundary layer theory, surface ocean wave effects are taken into account by expressing the Reynold's stress in terms of the and wave-induced stresses.

WORK COMPLETED

Our work develops a new direction in air-sea interaction: air-wave-sea theory and modeling. A mathematical, computer coupled model of wave-sea interaction has been developed for studying influences of ocean waves on dynamical, turbulent structures of the air-sea system and impacts on coupled modeling. Some numerical experiments were carried out to study surface wave-enhanced turbulent structures in the ocean and to compare with available data.
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**Abstract:**

This report presents a model for simulating the effects of surface waves on oceanic upper layer structures. The model incorporates wave-induced currents and the associated changes in the thermohaline structure of the ocean. The simulations are compared with observations, and the results show good agreement, validating the model's effectiveness in predicting surface wave impacts on ocean dynamics.
RESULTS

A mathematical coupled model of air-sea-wave interaction is developed to study influences of ocean surface waves on dynamical, turbulent structures of air-sea system and their impacts on coupled modeling. In the model, surface waves are considered as another source of turbulent energy in the upper of the ocean besides turbulent energy from shear production. The turbulent dissipation (diss) at the ocean surface is written in the form of a linear of terms representing dissipation from mean flow and breaking waves. The diss from breaking waves is estimated by using similarity theory and data, and is written in terms of wave parameters such as wave phase, height, and length, which then are expressed in terms of friction by using similarity theory. The model can predict diss distributions in the upper ocean turbulent layer (UOTL) which agrees very well with the observations of the law of -4 power by Gargett (1989). The law of -4 power is also observed by various investigators. This law was believed to be evidence of the inadequacy of the stress boundary layer theory in diss predictions. Numerical studies also show that wind (wave) and diffusion have an important role in driving diss distributions away from a log law of the classical wall-layer theory. Simulations also confirmed that the model can accurately predict diss with various distribution laws depending on surface wave conditions and diffusion, the model shows good agreement with measurements and observations of diss distributions, wind stress, roughness length, and geostrophic drag coefficients under ocean wave conditions.

IMPACT/APPLICATIONS

The model outputs are compared with observed data. The model and its results, can be applied to larger scale oceanic and atmospheric models. The model results are important for satellite sending of the global wind, temperature, surface wave fields, and for surface flux estimations by using bulk transfer coefficients.

Our turbulent scheme with breaking waves is applied to a ocean circulation model by Ly’s project in ocean modeling. This ocean model will allow us to study effects of surface breaking waves on current, turbulent and thermodynamical structures in real oceans.

TRANSITIONS

The turbulent scheme with breaking waves is transferred to Ly’s project in ocean modeling.

RELATED PROJECTS

This program is closely related to Ly’s NOMP coastal ocean modeling program. This program is also related to the Stevens Institute of Technology efforts (Benilov) on wave and turbulent studies.
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**Fig. 1** Distributions of turbulent dissipation at the ocean surface at various surface wave heights.
Fig. 2 Distributions of turbulent kinetic energy at the ocean surface at various wave heights.

Fig. 3 Dependence of model drag coefficients on 10-m height winds and wave ages equal to 10, 20, and 35 computed by the model. Three curves with "very young", "mature" and "full" from observational data by Smith et al. (1992).